School Council Meeting, January
2018.
Reps Present
Josh
Glyn
Callum
Richard
Adam
Shanese
Rhys
Chloe
Ezra
Agenda.
1. Polo shirts.
2. Lunch bands.
3. The Opal Project.
4. Talent contest.
5. School pet.
6. Litter.
7. Day out.
8. Hub

1. Polo Shirts.
A request was made that logoed polo shirts where made available for the summer
terms, school council feel this would make the summer months much more bearable.
2. Lunch Bands.

Several ideas were made, to replace the bands with cards or tokens that may be
cheaper; have no bands at all and a teacher marking off students on an iPad as they
come up for their lunch. But the strongest idea that was felt to be the best was to give
the bands out at the beginning of lunch, with the class LSW holding them until this
point.
3. The Opal Project.
The issue of no footballs was raised again, most get lost by students kicking them
offsite or onto the roof, it was suggested that they are collected at the end of break by
a sports captain and placed in Mr Shand’s office. Can the den building area have
stakes to help secure pallets.
Bikes to be available two lunchtimes a week on a class rotate, giving an opportunity to
ride.
Can games be provided in classrooms for wet play?
Could one of the hard courts have Astro Turf laid to create an all weather pitch?
4. Talent Contest.
It was suggested that a talent contest be held between tutor groups, with each class
putting together a performance or talent. Also to have a staff element, with staff
competing against each other.
5. School Pet.
Students would like a school pet, several suggestions were made, dog, chickens, fish
and rabbit, however concerns were made over what would happen to them during the
weekends and holidays, would there be a member of staff able to take the pet home?
6. Litter.

Could there be a house litter pick contest with the three houses taking it in turn to
collect litter on a termly rotation. The litter would be weighed, with the largest total
winning.
7. Day out.
School council would like a whole school trip, suggestions of Longleat, Cranham Scout
Centre and Laser Tag were put forward. Could SLT discuss the possibilities.
8. Hub.
Students felt that there was nowhere comfortable to go when a student was out of
class and struggling. A dedicated office/room was suggested that had beanbags, sofa,
desk and computer. This would could be manned or unmanned. It was thought that
the office next to Mr Shand’s office would be a good location, as it is an area where
staff are, it was pointed up that this office was used for Safe Guarding, students
suggested moving it to the eco classroom, where it would be out of the way.

A.O.B.
Reps asked if there could be an outside lunch organised?

